Cookie Policy
- for www.octopuspms.com
Information about cookies
A cookie is a small text file placed on your computer by websites, to recognize your computer and/or remember a choice or setting you have
made, next time you visit the site. A cookie is a passive file that cannot spread computer viruses. Cookies are not allowed to install programs
or otherwise spy on you. Other websites cannot read cookies set by this website.
The period of time cookies are saved
A cookie will always delete itself after a varying number of months, but the cookie is automatically renewed by each visit to the website.
For what purpose do we use cookies?
Traffic measurement/statistics
We use Google Analytics for traffic measurement, to see how many people visit our website.
This gives us the possibility to measure usage patterns and enable us to improve the user experience of our website.
Social media
We use Facebook Connect to provide easy access for sharing certain sites via Facebook.
How to turn off cookies
You can always turn off cookies in your browser. All browsers on the market provide the possibility to control the accept of cookies.
Normally we do not recommend this approach, because it often means either reduced or no functionality at all on many websites.
Use of personal information
Your personal information will never be handed over to third parties unless you explicitly have given your permission.
In addition, we will never collect personal information that is not provided by yourself by registration, purchase or otherwise.
Protection of personal information
According to the Personal Data Act, your personal information must be kept secure and properly. Here your personal information is stored in
a secure and professional server center and on machines with a limited access.
The security measures are checked on a regular basis to ensure that the entire setup is secure in consideration of your user rights.
However, 100 % security cannot be guaranteed for data transfer. This means that there may be a small risk that somebody imposes access
to your personal information, when the data is sent and stored electronically.
Therefore, it is at your own risk to provide your personal information.
Questions regarding this Cookie Policy should be addressed here:
OCTOPUS PMS ApS
Gerlachsgade 4
DK-6400 Sønderborg
Denmark
Phone: +45 73 700 100
Email: support@octopuspms.com
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